Abstract-Network science has released its talents in social network analysis based on the information of static topologies. In reality social contacts are dynamic and evolve concurrently in time. Nowadays they can be recorded by ubiquitous information technologies, and generated into temporal social networks to provide new sights in social reality mining. Here, we define circle link to measure contextual relationships in three empirical social temporal networks, and find that the tendency of friends having frequent continuous interactions with their common friend prefer to be close, which can be considered as the extension of Granovetter's hypothesis in temporal social networks. Finally, we present a heuristic method based on circle link to predict relationships and acquire acceptable results.
Introduction
In the past decades, we have witnessed fruitful and exciting advances in studies of complex, large-scale social networks. Many algorithms and methods have been brought up in predicting social relationships [1] and modeling social network structure [2] based on local and global topological information of network. Since the developments of ubiquitous digital technologies in sensing, storage and communication, we have experienced the emergence of large-scale human behaviour data with high temporal resolution. Consequently, a new complex network concept, namely Temporal Networks, has been presented [3] ; new methods using temporal information have been proposed for social network analysis, such as closeness recognition [4] and interactive patterns modeling [5] . A nascent interdisciplinary area, temporal social network, is coming to the stage.
Inspired by the work of Song et al. [6] about the predictability of human mobility, Takaguchi et al. [7] measured the predictability of social contacts in face-toface networks applied the concepts of information entropy. They declare that prior knowledge of social contact between the ego and his (or her) current partner can decrease the uncertainty of social contact between the ego and the next partner by a large percentage. Followed by their conclusions, we define the contextual relationship between the current partner and the next partner as Circle Link, characterizing the potential social circles. The empirical analyses of three temporal social networks show that there is no universal memory mechanism in human contextual relationships, and two vertices of dense edges have dense time-ordered edges with their common neighbor, which can be considered as the extension of Granovetter's hypothesis in temporal social networks. At the last part of this article, we give a heuristic method based on the definition of circle link for predicting relationships with limited, local prior knowledge of social contacts.
Datasets
Three datasets are used in our research, where two of them are collected by RFID technologies during the ACM Hypertext Conference in Torino and the INFECTIOUS: STAY AWAY art-science exhibition at the Science Gallery in Dublin [8] , respectively. The third one is derived from the Campus Wi-Fi login records in Fudan University [9] . We refer these three datasets as HT, SG and WF respectively, and use the data of three days in each dataset to generate the corresponding temporal social networks, whose detailed properties are shown in Table 1 . Fig.1 , ignoring the durations of events and being ordered by the start time. The corresponding (static) weighted social network is aggregated over the whole temporal social network, and the weight of edges is indicated by the number of events between two persons (see the right panel of Fig. 1) .
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Figure 1: The illustrations of Circle Link

The Definition of Circle Link
We apply the definitions [7] of the uncorrelated entropy,
, and the conditional entropy, H
temporal social networks (where N i is the set of ego i's partners/neighbors, P i ( j) represents the historical probability that ego i contacts partner j, and P i (l| j) represents the conditional probability that ego i contacts partner l after a contact with partner j). Fig. 2 shows that the conditional entropies in the datasets of SG and WF are followed by normal distributions, in contrast to the results of [7] . Nevertheless, the conditional entropy is smaller than the corresponding uncorrelated entropy in all networks, indicating prior knowledge of event with the current partner can decrease the uncertainty of the event with the next partner. Therefore we define Circle Link to capture the potential social relationship from such continuous contextual relationships. The weight of a circle link is defined as the cumulative number of such continuous contextual relationships and measures the potential degree. As shown in the left panel of Fig.1 , since the person A has two continuous conversation events with his or her two partners B and C at the time t 1 , t 2 and t 10 , t 11 , the weight of the circle link between B and C indicated by cl A (BC) is 2 (see the right panel of Fig.1 ). We can define the mean weight of each circle link in network level as follows:
where V is the set of all nodes. 
Self Circle Link Phenomenon
The definition of circle link includes self-loop phenomenon. An individual can be circle linked to himself or herself, like individual D in the right panel of Fig. 1 . We define the following Self Circle Rate (SCR) to represent the percentage of self circle links among all circle links observed by the ego:
where N i is the set of ego i's partners. We apply the null hypothesis that an ego contacts his or her partners without a memory mechanism, where SCR averaged on the whole network as follows:
where V is the set of all nodes. Table 2 shows that in the Hypertext Conference, contacts among people have memory mechanism (m 0 > 1 for HT), different from contacts in the Gallery setting (m 0 ≈ 1 for SG). Moreover, in the human indoor interaction network people repel to contact with their current partner as the next one (m 0 ≤ 0.65 for WF), suggesting that the model represented in [10] don't capture the mechanisms of all social contacts. Furthermore, m 0 is time invariant within a dataset, indicating the memory or inverse-memory mechanism is only determined by the contexts of social contacts. 
Strength and Clustering Coefficient of Social Ties Correlated with Circle Link Weights
In the aggregated version of temporal social networks, the weights of edges represent the strengths of social ties. Here we use the Pearson correlation coefficients ρ to characterize the correlation between the strengths of social ties and temporal patterns. Fig. 3 shows that the weights of circle links are inversely proportional to the corresponding link betweenness centralities, indicating that the involving vertices are in the dense local network. These are closely related to Granovetter's hypothesis that states that in social networks dense edges have on average higher weights [11] . However, in addition to having higher weights, we find that dense edges are more commonly related to "continuous group talk", temporal patterns involving three individuals.
Furthermore, we apply the definition of edge clustering coefficient [12] 
is the number of common neighbors of individual i and individual j, n T (i, j) is the total number of nodes neighbored individual i or individual j. The high edge clustering coefficient represents dense overlaps of the corresponding two vertices' neighborhoods. As shown in Table 3 , the Pearson correlation coefficients ρ CC L ,W CL between link clustering coefficients and weights of circle links have relative low values ρ CC L ,W CL < 0.5 in two face-to-face networks, but relative high values ρ CC L ,W CL > 0.5 in human indoor interaction network, indicating "continuous group talk" involving more than three individuals exits in human indoor interaction network, but not in two face-to-face networks.
Relationship Prediction Method
Here we present a heuristic method based on circle link to predict relationships in temporal social networks. We use the weights of circle links W CL as the predictor of potential relationships, where W CL > 0 represents there exits a potential relationship and vice verse. The weights of edges in weighted social networks W L are used to testify the predictor, where W L > 0 indicates there exits a relationship Table 4 shows four classifies of results in our prediction method. Precision (T P/(T P + FP)) and recall (T P/(T P + FN)) are used to quantify the exactness and completeness of our method. Table 5 shows that our method performs well in all temporal social networks, giving the evidence that it is possible to observer the structure of a large-scale social network by locating a few sensors and analyzing their temporal interaction data. The well performance of our method can be intuitively contributed to high positive correlation between the predictor W CL and the tester W L . Moreover, high precision is also caused by high positive correlation between the predictor W CL and the edge clustering coefficient CC L when comparing Table 3 with Table  5 . Another possible factor is the clustering coefficient of the network. It has been testified in our previous work [13] that the average temporal clustering coefficient of WF is larger than those of face-to-face networks. We further calculated the following Circle Rate (CR) of the weighted and boolean clustering coefficient (WCC and CC) of each node in the WF dataset:
T-test results as shown in Table 6 give the evidence that high precision is possibly caused by high clustering phenomenon in temporal social networks. Finally, the recall of one face-to-face network (SG) is two times larger than that of another face-to-face network (HT), which is because that people are more temporally clustered in former network [8] . 
Conclusions
In this work, We defined a new term Circle Link to measure the contextual relationship of ego and help predict potential relationship between ego's partners. The empirical analyses confirmed that the memory mechanism is not universal in all social contacts. Furthermore, the tendency of close friends having frequent continuous interaction with their common friend can be seen as an extension of Granovetter's hypothesis to temporal social networks. Finally, we presented a heuristic method of using contextual information to excavate potential relationship within ego's neighborhoods and discuss main influence factors. We believe future amelioration of this method would help to implement larger-scale data collection of temporal social networks with limited sensors.
